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Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign, but stories can also be used to empower and to 

humanise. Stories can break the dignity of a people, but stories can also repair that broken dignity 

(Adichie, 2009 [17:40]). 

 

We tell stories because in the last analysis human lives need and merit being narrated. This remark 

takes on its full force when we refer to the necessity to save the history of the defeated and the lost. The 

whole history of suffering cries out for vengeance and calls for narrative (Ricœur, 1984, p. 75). 

 

Extended abstract 

The discussion in this paper is about the power of narrating the self within the world (Ricœur, 1991) 

and story telling as a meaning-making, critical endeavour; one which is enabled in an extraordinary 

way through the dramatic collaborative performance of the table-top role playing game (TRPG). The 

discussion is informed by Freire’s (1972) challenge which demands active participation in meaning-

making activities and the breaking of cultures of silence in order to unveil the reality of the world as 

experienced rather than the world as given. Freire’s challenge is implemented in the work of Augusto 

Boal (2000) whose ‘Theatre of the oppressed’ workshops scaffold the claiming of the staged narrative 

by the audience who become what Boal calls ‘spect-actors’. The discussion is further inspired by work 

which reflects on the potential of digital games to enable Boal’s spect-actorship (Frasca, 2001) and 

research which problematises this potential in the light of the designed materiality of the digital 

medium (Turner, 2015). This paper argues that engaging in analogue play and the creation of table-top 

worlds for player constructed narratives is a contemporary opportunity for Boal’s theatrical practice. 

This is especially so in the design space enabled by emerging genres of the TRPG where systems like 

Jason Morningstar’s Fiasco (2009) and Hicks and Donoghue’s (2003) Fate not only allow for more 

narrative driven player experience than the traditional Dungeons and Dragons (Gygax and Arneson, 

1974) approach but also depose the authority of the Game Master (GM) and place story telling power 

in the hands of the players. In these TRPG systems, Boal’s (2005, p. 259) observation that “it is more 

important to achieve a good debate than a good solution” is made palpable and powerful as a means of 

enabling story and voice. 

 

The importance of stories:  

This section clarifies the discussion context and the manner in which the ability to narrate is often 

asymmetrical. It introduces the reader to Ricœur’s theory of the mimetic process (1984) and 

commentaries (Star, 1991; Willis, 2006) on the invisible way that design can act to contribute and 

shape aspects of the mimetic process.  

 

Critical awareness and power: 

The second part of the discussion in this paper offers a brief introduction to the liberatory intent in 

Freire’s critical practice. It introduces the work of Augusto Boal in his Theatre of the oppressed 

workshops with a particular emphasis on his Forum Theatre technique.  

 



Dilemmas in the digital: 

In order to underline the potential of TRPGs as an emerging story telling space, this section explores 

discussions which advocate the use of digital games as Boalian opportunity and subsequent critique 

which reflects on the already storied nature of design in digital artifacts.  

 

Table-top stories as empowering worlds:  

This section clarifies the particular form of the emerging genres of TRPGs. It briefly describes some of 

the design parameters established in the genre and the changes evident in contemporary systems. The 

section continues to reflect on the potential of the form to become even more resonant with Boal’s 

Forum Theatre. 
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Bio: Dr. Jane Turner (truna aka j.turner) 

truna aka j.turner is a game and interaction design educator and researcher at the Queensland 

University of Technology in Brisbane, Australia. She is a Critical Literacy practitioner within a 

bailiwick ‘beyond’ Freire’s word and Boal’s stage. Her research focuses on Design Ontology: The 

material and cultural aspects of game designing and the ways that design and designing are storytelling 

practices. Her publications include African gamer: whose story is it anyway? (2015) and Performing 

design: Game design, practice, praxis and the theatre of the impressed (2012). Truna’s recent work 

explores the potential of analogue game design as an opportunity for critical literacies, participatory 

design and meaning making. Truna has been the Brisbane chapter coordinator of the International 

Game Developers Association (IGDA) since 2004. She designs and coordinates a number of designerly 

community events including regular game jams and an annual game design symposium. 
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